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Executive Summary
DonorSearch’s Daily Patient Screening helps you
identify the best prospective donors at the perfect
time to begin a relationship: while they are still in
your facility, or while their positive experiences are
fresh in their minds and they feel grateful towards
your organization.
Detailed analytics, based on back testing two million
records representing $5 billion in giving, can help
you identify and research known philanthropists with
a high degree of confidence. As the most comprehensive Daily Patient Screening service in the industry, DonorSearch can even help you formulate
approach strategies by pinpointing who your donor
knows.
Daily Patient Screening is ideal for organizations that
want to incorporate this best practice into their
fundraising strategy. Patients appreciate the extra
attention and service from an organization, and you
can start relationships with potential donors who are
receptive to learning more about your organization.
The following document breaks down the daunting
task of starting a Grateful Patient Program at your
organization into four manageable steps: prepare for
implementation of a Grateful Patient Program;
screen and validate prospects; manage prospects;
and measure program effectiveness. DonorSearch’s
Daily Patient Screening is an integral part of starting
your Grateful Patient Program.
For more information, contact us at 410-670-7880 or
info@donorsearch.net.

Prepare For Implementation Of

A GRATEFUL PATIENT PROGRAM

DETERMINE NECESSARY STAFF AND

BUDGETARY RESOURCES
Establishing a viable Grateful Patient
Program requires a dedicated staff and
budget. Plans should be made for
additional gift officers and advancement
services staff to meet the demands of the
program. Besides the increase in human
resource expenses, funds will need to be
available for Daily Patient Screening.
Please contact info@donorsearch.net or
410-670-7880 for a personalized quote
for your institution.

QUESTIONS TO ASK
How many gift officers will we need for the Grateful
Patient Program?
Should the gift offic ers be only major gift officers,
or would our institution benefit from an annual
giving officer or planned giving officer on the team?
Is there a prospect researcher who can handle the
patient screening results, or will an additional
researcher need to be added to the team?
Will the import of patient information overwhelm the
advancement services team?
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ESTABLISH GUIDELINES TO

PROTECT
PATIENT PRIVACY

While preparing for the start of a grateful patient program, federal, state, and local
laws regarding patient privacy must be reviewed. The hospital’s own policies should
also be reviewed. After this review, prepare a plan for protecting the privacy of
patients and their families. DonorSearch takes the privacy and security of your data
very seriously. We go beyond HIPAA regulations to keep your data secure. Data you
share is never shared with other clients, and your internal giving information is not
added to our database or available to any other client. Your files, including data you
upload to us and information we return to you, are only accessible to you. Please
request a copy of our data security policy if you would like to know more.

QUESTIONS TO ASK
What are the privacy laws our institution is required to follow?
W hat are the institution’s policies regarding patient privacy?
Who in the foundation office will have access to the patient information?
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Determine What Patient
Data is Needed and

WHERE IT WILL BE STORED
DonorSearch requires the name and address
of the patient to screen your prospects. A
spouse name is helpful to further validate
data. Medicare or Medicaid patients,
patients receiving mental health care, and
those under the age of 18 should be
removed from the screening list. To
complete RFM and other modeling, patient
data should be cross-checked with your
institution’s donor database, and giving
information should be sent for screening.
Decide where the screening results will be
stored in your donor database.

QUESTIONS TO ASK
How will the patient data be acquired each day?
Who will prepare the patient data for screening?
Who will import the screening data back into the donor database?
Does our patient management system integrate with our donor database?
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Gain Support of

Hospital Leadership
To establish a beneficial Grateful Patient Program, the foundation office must work
with many different hospital divisions. To obtain the support of the different hospital
divisions needed to carry out the program, seek the support of the hospital’s CEO
first. Present the potential increase in foundation revenue from a successful Grateful
Patient Program. Seek out information from other institutions with a similar structure
that have a successful program. If necessary, enlist the help of board members to
convince hospital leadership. Once the CEO is on board with the project, it will be
easier to convince the various other hospital divisions that will be affected.

QUESTIONS TO ASK
What hospital divisions will be affected by a
Grateful Patient Program?
What can the foundation staff do to make the
roll out of the program a positive experience?
Who is supportive of the program, and who
can convince others of its importance?
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Prepare Medical Staff and

Recruit Doctors
The medical staff is bound to have concerns with
foundation officers making visits to patients they are
trying to treat. If their concerns are addressed early
and often, resistance can be minimized. Select a group
of doctors and nurses who are supportive of the
program to serve as ambassadors for the foundation.

QUESTIONS TO ASK
Which members of the medical staff can serve as
foundation ambassadors?
How can we use positive patient stories from the
medical staff as foundation marketing material?
How can we minimize the impact of the Grateful
Patient Program on the medical staff?
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INNOVATION
Since Day One

DonorSearch was founded in 2007 with one goal:
To provide more accurate, comprehensive,
and actionable data to help nonprofits
achieve better fundraising and outreach
results. Headed by industry veterans,
DonorSearch is a leading provider of
prospect research to nonprofits, including
charities, healthcare organizations,
fraternities/sororities, religious organizations,
and educators.

Using information from twenty-five databases,
DonorSearch uses proprietary algorithms to
help clients find the best philanthropic
prospects. Our data can be easily integrated
with most common donor management and
general sales software, putting critical donor
information at a client’s fingertips.

DonorSearch is the only prospect
research company that:
Searches and analyzes wealth and philanthropy databases
Reviews all information manually for greater accuracy
before you receive it
Can predict both capacity and propensity to give with
confidence
Provides in-depth information to help development
personnel formulate
approach and ask strategies
Helps development offices allocate scarce resources most
efficiently
Provides free, outstanding training and technical support
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